THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 14
Research Universities and Our Common Future: Creative Capabilities at Scale
Jason Owen-Smith, Barger Leadership Institute Professorship Inaugural Lecture
MICHIGAN LEAGUE - HUSSEY | 4PM (RECEPTION TO FOLLOW)

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 15
BLI Student Showcase and Lunch
Student panel, project showcase, and interactive lunch
MICHIGAN LEAGUE - KOESSLER | 10AM - 12PM
MICHIGAN LEAGUE - HENDERSON | 12PM - 1PM

BLI Open House
Dessert and coffee in the new BLI space
WEISER HALL 819 | 1PM - 2:30PM

BLI Founders’ Panel and Reception
Panel featuring Dave Barger, Barry Blattman, Jamie Sprayregen, and Rick Price with remarks by Dean Andrew Martin
MICHIGAN LEAGUE - KOESSLER | 3PM - 4:30PM
MICHIGAN LEAGUE - COURTYARD GARDEN | 4:30PM - 6PM